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The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle1 entry for 1124 tells us that in this year Ralph 
·Basset held a moot of the king's thanes at Hundehoge in Leicestershire. 2 

Here he hanged forty-four thieves, six of whom were also castrated and had 
their eyes put out. 

The site of Hundehoge has long been the subject of speculation by 
historians. As recently as 1950, W. G. Hoskins identified it with Croft Hill 
in the south-east of the county.3 In his article, he alters the Chronicle spelling 
Hundehoge to a hypothetical Huncothoe since the village of Huncote lies at 
the foot of the north-eastern slopes of the hill. Hoskins' interpretation· and 
treatment of the Chronicle place-name are philologically unacceptable, and 
apP"'...ar to be based on a misunderstanding of the meaning of Huncote. The 
first element of the village name is the OE personal-name Huna-hence 
'Hiina's cottage'. The rare spellings of that place-name with an intrusive d 
are very late and not significant. lri contrast, the first element of Hundehoge 
is probably the ON personal-name Hundi. Hundehoge has no philological 
connection with Huncote. 

The lost Hundehoge was in Cossington parish, which lies beside the 
Roman Fosse Way, some six miles to the north-east of Leicester (fig. 7). It 
occurs in: a Cossington charter of c.1285 as Hundehaug, in 1325 as Hundaue 
and in 1332 Hundauc (or Hundaue).4 After this date it disappears. The name 
was originally a Scandinavian *Hundahaugr "Hundi's mound or hill". A 
direct parallel appears in DB where we find Huntou "Hundi's mound", a 
hundred-name surviving as Huntow in the East Riding of Yorkshire.s Such 
mounds, both natural and man-made, were often sites for assemblies. The 
name no longer survives among the field-names of modern Cossington. Its 
exact location must be a matter for speculation. The charter of c.1285 deals 
in part with the transference of title of two half roods of land super 
Hundehaug. Clearly the haugr in this case cannot refer to the artificial burial 
mound of a man called Hundi since two half roods of land are the equivalent 
of a quarter of an acre. It is tempting to identify Hundahaugr with the im
pressive Shipley Hill, a natural feature some 240 feet long, 60 feet wide and 
40 feet high, once thought to be a Neolithic long barrow, but recently shown 
to be the tip of a spur of land cut off from its main body by stream action.6 

The mound, roughly a quarter of an acre in area, stands beside Fosse Way; 
its distinctive shape has excited great curiosity over the years as the dis
turbances of old excavations along its ridge indicate. Although a natural 
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The Hundreds: I Framland, II East Goscote, III West Goscote, IV Gar
trcc, V Guthlaxton, VI Sparkenhoe, VII Repton & Gresley (previously Derbys.). 
'- Hundehoge, • moot-sites of the Hundreds, 0 minor moot-sites, 

---- Roman roads. 

feature, it may well have been used as a convenient burial mound for Hundi. 
Shipley Hill now lies in Ratcliffe-on-the-Wreake, but it is possible that the 
parish bounds have altered here since 1332 to take in a small portion of Cos
sington whose natural south-eastern limit is River Wreake. If the landmark 
of Shipley Hill is to be discounted as Hundahaugr, the only other likely 
feature which may have borne this name is the ridge on which stands Humble 
Farm and over which the Roman road passes. 

It is doubtful that Hundahaugr was the original site of the shire-moot 
or that, as Hoskins supposes, Ralph Basset was the shire-reeve. The presence 
of the king's thanes at the court held in n24 suggests that Basset, a 
prominent member of the king's court, was acting as an itinerant justice. 
Leicester itself is the obvious site for the shire-moot. 1£thelned Unned 
(979-1013) issued a code of laws at Wantage, relating mainly to the 
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territories of the Five Boroughs. In it we see a hierarchy of courts: it 
provided for a court of the Five Boroughs over which either an cal.dormann 
or a king's reeve presided. Next in rank was the court of a single borough, 
and below that was the wapentake court. No mention is made of a shire
court in this scheme. As a county, Leicestershire appears to be the territory 
of the Danish borough of Leicester, and it is likely that the court of the 
single borough as represented in the Wantage code was the shire-moot which 
met twice a year to hear the business of the county brought to it from the 
wapentake courts. A hall for the meetings of the county court was ordered to 
be constructed in Leicester by Edward III before 1332. We know that it 
was standing unroofed at this date but that by 1344 it had been completed.7 

Before I 344, we do not know where the shire-moot assembled. Perhaps the 
building called le Mothalle (OE mot "an assembly'') which features in the 
city records in 1300, 1352 and 1358 held it as well as being an assembly hall 
for the borough itself. 8 

Domesday Book is the earliest surviving evidence for the organization 
of the Leicestershire wapentakes. In 1086 they appear to be four in number; 
Framland, Gartree, Goscote and Guthlaxton (fig. 7). In c.1130 the division 
called Sparkenhoe Hundred is first recorded. It was eventually to comprise 
lands listed in Guthlaxton Wapentake at the time of DB. 

The men of the Frarnland Wapentake met at Great Framlands, two 
miles north of Melton Mowbray. The moot-site is on a high clay ridge, two 
miles from the Roman road across the Wolds joining Fosse Way and Ermine 
Street, and beside an ancient trackway also used in the Roman period; this 
track entered the county in the Vale of Belvoir, climbed Brock Hill in Claw
son and Harby parish, and ran southwards to cross the River Wreake at Mel
ton Mowbray. Later used as a salt-way, it is referred to as le Strete (OE stra?t 
"a Roman road") in 1396.9 The name Frarnland, a Scandinavian 
*FrCBnalundr means "Frrena-'s grove". The first element is an ODan personal
name Frcena, the second ON lundr "a small wood, a grove". Thus the place
name is purely Scandinavian, as befits that given to a feature overlooking 
the Wreake Valley which was a focus of Danish settlement in the county. 
This small wood on its elevated site survived as late as 1276 when it is 
mentioned as bosco de Framelund in the Rotuli Hundredorum. It was 
obviously a landmark at a period when most of the woodland in this area 
had been cleared. The Roman road and the trackway provided lines of easy 
communication with Leicester. 

The moot of the Gartree Wapentake was held at Gartre Bush, beside 
the Roman Gartree Road in Shangton parish. In 1798, the Leicestershire 
historian, John Nichols, quotes from a letter he received from a Mr. John 
Tailby of Slawston, who wrote, "Some of the oldest people in the neighbour
hood say; that, before the custom of keeping the court here was wholly 
discontinued, the impannelling of the jury, paying of chief rents etc. used 
to be performed on this spot'-'. Nichols reprodnces Tailby's diagram of the 
site.10 John Tailby's evidence takes knowledge of the moot-site back into the 
early-eighteenth century. There is no reason to doubt the authenticity of this 
tradition. Like that of Frarnland, the moot-site of the Gartree Wapentake 
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lay beside a Roman road which provided it with ease of communication 
with the borough of Leicester. 

The name Gartree is OScand geirtre "a tree with a barked and subse
quently overgrown gash on the stem". Beside the road, a tree with an obvious 
defect of this sort would have been an excellent landmark. Other examples of 
geirtre are known. There is a Gartree Wapentake in Lincolnshire. The word 
appears in place-names in Sweden : it is the root of Hjarterum in the parish 
of Kuddby, Bjorkelinds hundred, Ostergotland, and occurs in two manorial 
names in neighbouring Sormland, Gertre in the parish of Kambo, Selebo 
hundred and Gartre in the parish of Kloster, Eskilstuna. u Clearly, the 
English wapentake names together with the Swedish place-names reflect a 
Scandinavian habit of using marked trees as meeting-places for assemblies, in 
areas where more obvious landmarks such as tumuli or other striking and 
convenient topographical features were absent. 

The area of the Goscote Wapentake was originally roughly twice that 
of Framland, and twice that of Gartree. It extended from the Rutland border 
in the east to meet the Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire boundaries in the 
north-west. The heavy soils of western Leicestershire were exploited later than 
those of the east and the size of the wapentake doubtlessly reflects, as does 
that of Guthlaxron, its more sparsely spread population. The wapentake moot 
assembled on the spur of land lying between Barkby and Queniborough. 
The spot is one mile east of Syston and one and a half miles from the Roman 
Fosse Way. The site first appears as Mute Bush on a Barkby map of 1609 in 
Merton College, Oxford, and on another of 1635, also in Merton College, 
as M oote Bush. In 1800 Nichols writes, " In this lordship (i.e. Syston) is a 
place called M owdebush-hill on which stands a stone with Mowdebush-hill 
inserted thereon", and again, "The Hundred Court is called at a large stone 
at a place at the top of Syston field".12 The Goscote M ute Bush is at the 
centre of the old wapentake area, and, as for the moot-sites of the Framland 
and Gartree divisions, placed conveniently near a Roman road leading to 
the borough. 

Framland, Gartree, Guthlaxton and Sparkenhoe are all the names of 
topographical features. Goscote alone takes its name from a habitation site. 
I ts earliest spellings, those in DB, are Gosencote and G osecote. Thus the 
name may be an OE *Gosancot "Gosa's cottage" where the first theme is 
a masculine personal name or OE gosacot "a shelter for geese,.,. The former 
interpretation of the name would appear likelier. The exact site of this 
Goscote is forgotten. No doubt it once stood on the headland above Syston. 
A minor name Goscote appears in an early-thirteenth-century charter grant
ing land in Wymeswold to Garendon Abbey.1 3 Coincidentally, this isolated 
recorded example of a Leicestershire G oscote is in the Goscote Wapentake. 
Though minor names in gosacot were no doubt once relatively common in 
peasant communities, it is not necessary to conclude from this surviving 
example that the original moot-site for the wapentake was in Wymeswold. 

The Goscote Wapentake was eventually divided into the East and 
West Goscote Hundreds, the boundary between the two parts being River 
Soar. The division into two appears to have taken place at some date after 
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1553, when the hundred was still united. 14 The earliest mention of separation 
into two is in State Papers Domestic for 1571, which records the hundred of 
East Goscott. 

The Guthlaxton Wa:pentake of DB seems to have been approximately 
the same size as that of Goscote; like Goscote too, its large area (twice that 
of Framland or Gartree) is to be accounted for by the sparseness of the 
population in the west of the county at the time of the tenth~century 
formation of the wapentakes. The men of Guthlaxton met beside Fosse Way 
in what is now Cosby parish. In 1807 Nichols notes that "a piece of land in 
this lordship (i.e. Cosby) is called Guthkzxton Meadow; and near it still 
remains a tumulus upon which, it is said, the Hundred Court was formerly 
held".rs The first edition Ordnance Survey I in. map of the area (published 
1835) shows a Guthlaxton Bridge on the Fosse Way a half-mile south of 
Langham Bridge. The name Guthlaxton is OE *Guoliices-stiin "Giicllac's 
stone". This stone was probably a Roman milestone on Fosse Way; below the 
imposing Croft Hill it became a landmark at which the moot assembled. 
Who the Anglo-Saxon Giicllac was we do not know. The stone or the lost 
tumulus mentioned by Nichols may have marked his grave. 

The · divisions of Framland, Gartree, Goscote and Guthlaxton are all 
described as wapentakes in DB. By the middle of the thirteenth century, they 
had come to be known as hundreds. Framland and Gartree are occasionally 
so designated as early as c.1130 in the Leicestershire Survey. The Sparkenhoe 
Hundred appears for the first time in this Survey. It now comprises the 
western half of the original Guthlaxton W apentake, its eastern boundary 
being Fosse Way. Thus it is coextensive with the deanery of Sparkenhoe first 
mentioned in the Rotuli Hugonis de Welles of the early-thirteenth century. 
The "hundreds" of the Leicestershire Survey formed subdivisions between 
wapentake and vill and seem to represent units created primarily for the 
purpose of assessment for taxation. 16 These Leicestershire Survey "hundreds" 
take their names from important vills. The Sparkenhoe Hundred is the 
exception; no vill of its name is recorded. Like Framland, Gartree and Guth
laxton and the names of the majority of English wapentakes, its name is 
that of a feature of the landscape; It is probable that we should interpret 
the Sparkenhoe Hundred of the Survey as being a small wapentake in its 
own right rather than a hundred in the Survey sense. The Framland and 
Gartree wapentakes are occasionally, as we have seen, referred to as hundreds 
herein. VCHLei II 92 states that Sparkenhoe Hundred was formed between 
1284 and 1300; there is also place-name evidence which suggests that it is 
earlier, belonging possibly to the time of the formation of the wapentakes 
of Framland, Gartree, Goscote and Guthlaxton. 

So far we have seen that the moot-sites of the DB wapentakes are to 
be found in close proximity to the Roman roads which run through them. As 
often seems to be the case in other counties, these wapentake moot-sites 
may have had their origins as traditional places of popular assembly of dates 
prior to the tenth-century hundredal organization. But the Leicestershire 
pattern of Roman roads and wapentake moot-sites suggests deliberate 
selection of particular places of assembly both central to the wapentake areas 
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and near Roman roads leading to the nodal borough (fig. 7). The arrange
ment has er:,ery indication of being a piece of Anglo-Saxon county planning. 
Now the placing of the moot-site of the Sparkenhoe Hundred conforms 
exactly to the pattern created by those of the early wapentakes and appears 
to be part of the Anglo-Saxon organization. From Leicester, a nameless 
Roman road runs through Sparkenhoe Hundred to meet Watling Street at 
M.ancetter. One mile from this road is Shericles Farm in Peckleton parish. 
Shericles is S herakehilles in 15 53 .11 The first element of this place-name 
is OE scir "a shire, an administrative district, a hundred" and the second 
OE ac "an oak tree": hence "the hundred oak".18 Here the men of Sparken
hoe Hundred must have held their monthly assembly. It is probable that the 
large nameless spur overlooking the road between Peckleton and Kirkby 
Mallory is the lost Sparkenhoe. This name is from OE *spearcanhoh "a spur 
of land covered with broom"; the old name is echoed in the modem Broom
hills near Shericles (Broom Hill in 1835). The headland of Sparkenhoe is 
the point at which the great open heath of western Leicestershire meets the 
Roman road. It would have been an obvious landmark for travellers to the 
hundred-moot. In neighbouring Kirkby Mallory the minor name Shirreves'
brigge (OE sc'ir-refa "a shire-reeve") occurs in the thirteenth century.19 A 
stream crosses the line of the road at the foot of Sparkenhoe; this is no doubt 
the site of "the sheriff's bridge", and may mark the ceremonial meeting 
place of the visiting sheriff from Leicester with representatives from the 
hundred-moot on the spur above. 

An alternative explanation of the name Shericles is to interpret it as 
"the shire oak", and to identify it as the original site of the shire-moot. 
Western Leicestershire developed late in the Anglo-Saxon period. It is 
difficult to accept the meeting place for the shire assembly at a spot so far 
from the main areas of population even though we have the tempting 
Shirrevesbrigge at hand. We have also to bear in mind that this moot-site 
fits perfectly the pattern created by the other wapentake moot-sites and 
Roman roads. But it may be that the Sparkenhoe Hundred was carved out 
of Guthlaxton Wapentake between 1086 and c.1130 as the development of 
western Leicestershire progressed, that the site of the ancient shire-nioot 
became that of the hundred (thus fitting Sparkenhoe into the organization of 
the pre-Conquest wapentakes), and that the shire-moot was then moved to 
the borough. More evidence is required. 

In addition to the wapentake moot-sites of the tenth-century hundredal 
organization, there is in the county a series of names of places, both known 
and lost, which record local and perhaps earlier sites of assembly. Near 
Diseworth in north-west Leicestershire is Finger Farm. This is an original 
ON Pinghaugr "an assembly mound or hill". It appears in the thirteenth 
century as Thinghou. 2° Finger Farm perhaps represents the moot-site of 
the inhabitants of the large island of land lying between rivers Trent and 
Soar and the northern edge of Chamwood Forest. A second ping-haugr is 
recorded, this in Frisby-on-the-Wreake where in c. 1200 we find Thingou.21 

This lost site was very likely once the place of assembly of the men of the 
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Wreake Valley. Whereas we have some indication of the intensity of Scan
dinavian settlement in the valley of the Wreake from the distribution of 
place-names in ODan by "a farmstead, a village", the presence of the ping
haugr in the Kegworth area suggests Scandinavian settlement from the 
Danish boroughs of Nottingham and Derby which is largely unreflected in 
the major place-names hereabouts. To be compared with these Leicestershire 
examples is the Thingoe Hundred in Suffolk where the Ping-haugr gave its 
name to a major assembly. 

· For Oadby parish a Spelthorn is recorded in a charter of ante 1238.22 

This is OE *spell-Porn "thorn-bush at which speeches are made", obviously 
indicating a local moot-site. The Spelthome Hundred in Middlesex is a 
direct parallel We have already seen that moots sometimes assembled at 
prominent trees: the geirtre and the scir-iic are other examples in Leicester
shire. Spelthorn is an OE topographical name in a parish bearing a Scan
dinavian habitation name. Its origin no doubt predates Danish settlement 
in the county. A similar name occurs in Appleby Magna in the west of 
Leicestershire. A fifteenth-century terrier lists a S pellow in the old . field 
next to Norton-juxta-Twycross.2 3 This is OE *spell-hliiw "mound or hill 
where speeches are made". It is to be compared with Spellow in Lancashire. 
As for Oadby's Spelthorn, one would suppose a pre-Danish date for 
Appleby's Spellow. 

The final moot-site inLeicestershire of which we have some knowledge 
is Swanimote Rock in Charnwood Forest. The name is remembered in 
Swannymote Road which runs between Cademan Wood and High Sharpley 
near Whitwick. In I Soo Nichols notes, "High Cadman is finely contrasted 
in its form with one near it called Swanimote Rock which sits below it in 
the form of a squat tower, unlike in its formation to any other in the forest. 
On this formerly was held a court by the earls of Huntingdon which is now 
transferred to Whitwick".24 Swanimote is OE swiingemot "peasant-moot". 
The name suggests that the Swanimote was originally a local moot of 
dwellers in the forest: they may well have assembled by custom at Swanimote · 
Rock. By the later Middle Ages it appears to have become a moveable court 
held in the various Chamwood manors. Thus in a Minister's Account for 
Shepshed, dated 1474, we learn of the Swanimote held in Chernwode. lri 
another of 1512 for the manor of Groby we find that two Swannemot were 
held there in this year. Nichols' record of the removal of the court from 
Swanimote Rock to Whitwick appears to be a further example of the develop
ment of a manor court in the style of Shepshed and Groby, but there is no 
reason to doubt the antiquity of the moot-site of Swanimote Rock; It may 
well belong to the series of moot-sites which place-names record as having 
existed in the county before the Norman Conquest. 
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Dugd W. Dugdale, Monasticon Anglicanum, 6 vols. (London 1817-30) 
MiD Middleton MSS, University of Nottingham Archives 
0Dan Old Danish 
OE Old English 
ON Old Norse 
0Scand Old Scandinavian 
PRO Publications of the Public Record Office 
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RTemple Rothley Temple Deeds, Leicester Muniment Room, Leicester 
Museum 

VCHLei Victoria County History of Leicestershire, in progress 
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